
Your government has announced that it wishes to build a social house near your community. Discuss 

the advantages and disadvantages of this new influence on your community. 

For me, my community is the most important thing and it is applicable to almost all of us in our 

community. Most of our childhood is spent here and we grew up in this area. A social house near my 

community is definitely a great idea but I believe that it would have both advantages and disadvantages. 

In the following paragraphs, I discuss both: 

To talk about the advantages, building a social house will definitely be a bliss for old people or orphans.  

For example, there is an old people’s home near my relative’s place. It not only is a place for older 

people to stay, but also it has an amazing ambience top make their lives joyful. People around the area 

come there for walk and share happy moments with the people of their age. It is undoubtedly a happy 

scene and the staff was also much supportive and caring. All these factors made the home popular and 

time again it was mentioned articles and magazines. I am pretty sure the people of that community 

were proud of this home. So, building a home near my community will definitely bring smile to some 

faces.  

As of disadvantages, my community is not well-developed. Building a new factory or road is much 

preferable here to offer more jobs to the people and the government can make the money through 

taxes. For example, I read in news how areas went from underdeveloped to developed in just a few 

months just with the roads and factories made by the newly elected government. As a result, more 

people became employed and more taxes were collected which was invested in making new roads, 

hospitals, and schools. It improved the lifestyle of people. So, I believe factories or roads will be more 

appreciated compared to social home in my community.  

There are both positive and negative sides for any situation. In the matter of social home, I believe that 

the government can take the wisest decision. In my views, it has both positive and negative sides on my 

community.  


